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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the implications of alternative land use and transport strategies for
Macquarie Park, a typical high car‐dependent “edge city” within an emerging Australian multi‐
centred city form. Detailed simulations compare a transport scenario that incorporates a Personal
Rapid Transit (PRT) network as a feeder for the existing transit nodes to a business‐as‐usual
projection by 2030, and one reflecting current planned transport improvements (“Planned”). The
environmental and urban impacts of the three scenarios are evaluated based on estimated
differences in energy use, emissions, noise, and land area required for car parks. The PRT system was
found to reduce the annual CO2 emissions by more than 26,000 tonnes compared to the business‐
as‐usual scenario and by more than 9,000 tonnes compared to the “Planned” scenario. The avoided
public costs associated with emissions, noise and air pollution are US$13M per year compared to a
continuation of present trends and more than US$5M compared to the planned transport
improvements. A positive urban impact occurs from the smaller amount of land required for parking
spaces. The greatest benefit of the PRT is a potential capital cost saving of more than US$430M from
building car parks. A convenient and appealing local access solution such as Personal Rapid Transit
could bridge the gap between the existing car‐dependent urban forms and the transit‐focused urban
future.
Keywords: Personal Rapid Transit, edge cities, transport emissions, air pollution, urban impact
Acknowledgments: This research received support from the Urbanism, Climate Adaptation and
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Introduction
There is a broad consensus that accommodating car dependency in the 21st century’s cities is
unsustainable from every perspective, local or global (Mees, 2009; Steg and Gifford, 2004; Newman
& Kenworthy, 2007; UNEP, 2011). The argument for strategies and interventions for diminishing the
reliance on cars is still ongoing. Planning policies for sustainable development are inherently
complex not only for the low‐density complex regulatory instruments. ‘Edge cities’ are some of the
newly emerging city structures. These centers tend to be highly planned at the local level, but are
often poorly integrated into the larger regional context and are thus highly car‐dependent. Although
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most of the planners are dissatisfied with the urban form (Scheer & Petkov, 1998), the edge cities
are a result of the development economics and thus, they are economically successful. In Australia,
the concept of ‘edge city’ has not been thoroughly investigated. In this paper we suggest that this
urban form can be recognised in Sydney too, identifying Macquarie Park as having all the
characteristics of a typical ‘edge city’.
The Macquarie Park case study examines the potential of a non‐traditional transport solution –
Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) to retrofitting a key ‘edge city’ in an Australian context. This paper
presents a preliminary analysis of selected environmental and urban impacts of three different
transport strategies.

Personal Rapid Transit
The PRT concept gathered the attention of many policy‐makers, planners and transport authorities
all over the world. Its advocates consider PRT a true sustainable transport solution with benefits for
the environment, society and economy, a technology that incorporates the advantages of private
cars into a mass transit system (Anderson, 1996; Andreasson, 2011; Bly & Teychenne, 2011; Lowson,
2004; Muller, 2011). Its opponents consider that the system combines the disadvantages of low‐
capacity small vehicles and the high cost of guideways, which transform PRT into an unfeasible and
non‐economic transit system (Setty, 2009; Vuchic, 2007).
In the US, the most recent PRT investigations have taken place in San Jose, Portland, New Jersey, and
Tysons Corner (ULTRA PRT, 2011). In Europe, various national agencies and local authorities from
UK, Italy, Netherlands and Sweden commissioned extensive PRT studies between 2000 and 2010
(Carnegie et al 2007; ULTRA Global PRT 2011; Karlsson 2011; Nelstrand 2011; Konradsson 2011). A
Sydney‐based company developed a novel concept – Austrans ‐ in the late 1990’s, based on its own
patented concepts of ultra‐light rail technology and high performance parameters (Austrans, 2005).
PRT is a passenger‐transit, on‐demand system, based on automated small and light electric vehicles
(‘pods’) which run along dedicated guideways. The track lines can be built underground, at street
level or elevated, with various design solutions available. Different materials from simple concrete
bases to steel or fibreglass grid floors can be used to construct the guideway. The stations are built
off‐line, making non‐stop travelling possible, between any two stations. The low‐demand loops may
have on‐line stations. Stations could be easily integrated within new buildings or customised to fit
into a specific area.
Passengers arriving at a station can call a vehicle, which is usually waiting at the station; otherwise
the quickest available vehicle will be automatically directed from the nearest station. A software
programme is designed to find the optimum path for each passenger and to enforce a minimum
distance between the vehicles in order to avoid collisions. All vehicles offer high safety and security
standards for the passengers through track and vehicle location systems that permanently monitor
each vehicle.
The vehicles are computer‐controlled and do not require human drivers. They are equipped with
comfortable seats, air‐conditioning, and an on‐board information system with audio and video
communication channels and are designed to accommodate passengers with wheelchairs, bicycles
or prams. Most of the vehicle prototypes were designed for two or four passengers (Ultra,
2getthere, Taxi2000), but there are also solutions for up to nine passengers (Austrans).
Because the vehicles are electrically powered, the air pollution in the city is zero and the level of
noise is very low. In addition, the light weight of the vehicles and their high efficiency mean overall
low energy consumption per passenger‐kilometre and thus, reduced greenhouse gas emissions.
Because PRT has many of the automobile features, for instance non‐stop travel from point‐to‐point,
speed, safety and convenience, it may attract a considerable number of car passengers.
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P systems argue thatt the system
m cannot pro
ove its theooretical capa
acity and
The crittics of the PRT
human‐ssafety levelss unless the technology
t
iis tested on large scales (Mims, 201 1; Setty, 200
09). They
unacceptabble and with possible
argue th
he elevated guideways will
w be too eexpensive, aesthetically
a
negativee impacts on the land use undern eath them (Derrible citted in Mimss, 2011; Settty 2009;
Vuchic, 22007).
Between
n 1966 and 1999, a num
mber of diffeerent PRT sysstems have been examinned and full‐‐size test
tracks and vehicle prototypes ha
ave been bu ilt with gove
ernmental funds but nonne of them su
uccessful
(Carnegiie et al, 2007; Lowson & Lowson, 20010). Lowson
n and Lowso
on (2010) co nsider that the
t main
reasons for failure were
w
“an over emphasiss on high capacity system
ms”, most oof them evolving into
Group R
Rapid Transit (GRT) system
ms, and “infllexible (…) and unavailab
ble technologgy for the de
emand of
the systtem” at thatt time (p.5). Carnegie ett al (2007) argue
a
that besides
b
the ttechnical isssues that
limited tthe capacity of the syste
ems and incrreased the co
osts, the lackk of political support con
ntributed
to the caancellations of the system
ms.
In the laast decade, several PRT
T applicationns have been
n tested or investigatedd all over th
he world.
Except ffor the one study – the
e Cincinnati Downtown Circulator who
w was rejjected due to lower
perform
mance and higgher costs co
ompared to an improved
d shuttle sysstem (Carneggie et al, 200
07), most
studies cconcluded th
hat, compared to buses,, the PRT sysstems will brring conside rable benefits to the
selected
d locations an
nd will be technologicallyy feasible.
Other sttudies of PR
RT feasibilityy in Melbou rne and Can
nberra concluded that tthe system is worth
considerring (Jones, 2009;
2
Wyattt, 2006). The most expen
nsive PRT nettwork to be implemente
ed (in the
Casey LG
GA of Melbo
ourne) would
d be cheape r than the EastLink freew
way. Wyatt (2006) reported that
by impleementing a PRT system in Melbournne, pollution
n in peak hours would ddecrease by 16%, the
amount of petrol ussed by car ussers previou sly commutiing to the PR
RT serviced aarea would decrease
es (2009)
by 23% and the systtem would siignificantly rreduce trafficc congestion during peakk hours. Jone
concludeed that a PRTT system cou
uld have a grreater level of
o penetratio
on for the layyout of Canb
berra and
would be more cost‐‐effective co
ompared to tthe existing bus
b system.
S
con
ncluded tha t the PRT system wou
uld solve m
major issues such as
Recent studies in Sweden
d would rele ase more lan
nd to build th
he city by re quiring smalller areas
congestiion, noise, emissions and
for parkking. Howeveer, the Swed
dish municipaalities who commissione
c
ed these stuudies decided
d to wait
for moree detailed architectural and financinng studies to
o be conductted (Karlssonn, 2011; Kon
nradsson,
2011; Neelstrand, 201
11).
The veryy high “risk factor”
f
for investing in ann initial PRT project with limited expeerience and planning
expertise and a lack of understtanding the concept is one of the barriers to PRT implem
mentation
(Carnegiie et al, 2007
7; Jonkind, 20
003).
In 2010 two fully operational PR
RT systems h ave been bu
uilt ‐ one in Masdar
M
City, Abu Dhabi (Figure 1)
and ano
other one at Heathrow Aiirport, Londoon (Figure 2).
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Fig. 1 – Masdar PRT – Co
onstruction pphase and fu
ully operation
nal system

T – ULTRA PR
RT stations
Figure 2 – Heathrow PRT

s
foor opening in
n 2013, in the
e Suncheon Bay coastal wetlands
w
d operationaal project is scheduled
The third
of South
h Korea (Figu
ure 3). The Indian historrical city, Am
mritsar, which is home too many religgious and
heritagee sites, recently announ
nced that thhe governme
ent approved a contract
ct for buildin
ng a PRT
system b
by 2014 (Thee Times of India 2012).

Figure 3 – Su
uncheon Bayy PRT – VECTTUS station design
d

Macqu
uarie Parkk PRT Netw
work
The PRTT network was
w designe
ed as a fee der for the three rail stations (M
Macquarie Un
niversity,
Macquarie Park and North Ryde) using an exxpert version
n of the ACT City Mobil sooftware, pro
ovided by
its developers (Lowsson and Leess‐Miller 20111, pers. comm., 14 August). At the ennd of the sim
mulation,
the softtware generrates statistics for waitting time att each statio
on and oveerall, percen
ntages of
passengger groups waiting
w
less than one minnute at each
h station. The number off passengerss carried,
the fleett required, the
t trip dista
ances and trravel times are
a also generated. The simulation does not
optimisee the fleet size, allocatin
ng as many vvehicles as are
a required to provide the level of demand
with a m
minimum response time
e. In practicee, fewer veh
hicles might be providedd leading to a longer
waiting ttime.
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ocal street ne
etwork and tthe existing layout of
The PRTT network deesign decisions were bas ed on the lo
the corrridor. Overalll, the propo
osed PRT nettwork is 17.8 kilometress in length, w
with twentyy stations
and two
o depots. Thee track line iss a one‐way single loop, of which approximately 70% is eleva
ated. The
track route follows the
t existing street netwoork and the station locations have bbeen chosen to serve
zones w
with future high
h
concenttrations of joobs. The location of the
e PRT stationns was based on the
future laand uses and employme
ent distributtion accordin
ng to the LEP 2011. In rresidential areas, the
track fo
ollows two existing
e
road
ds, thus minnimising the impact on dwellings eeven in the event of
elevated
d guideways (Figure 4).
The concept design is only indiccative at thiss stage, in order
o
to test the PRT sysstem perform
mance at
high cap
pacity deman
nd using simu
ulations, andd to estimate
e the total ca
apital investm
ment require
ed.
The PRTT network fo
orms the basis for simuulations that allowed us to test outt the level of
o service
provided
d, to compare the poten
ntial PRT systtem’s outcomes with those of two aalternative sccenarios.
These scenarios weere develope
ed based onn government projections of a conntinuation in
n current
d and of a future
f
scena
ario with greeater use of
o conventional public trransport (bu
uses and
demand
trains).

Figure 4‐ Sch
hematic grap
phic of the n etwork, stations and points of intereest
Before p
presenting th
he trip demand, land usee and transpo
ort network assumptionss for each scenario, a
brief preesentation of
o Macquarie
e Park’s geoggraphic and strategic con
ntext is neceessary along with the
argumen
nts for considering it an ‘edge city’.

Macqu
uarie Parkk – The Em
merging Ed
dge City
The Maacquarie Park Corridor is located within the Ryde LGA,, in the noorthwest of Sydney,
approxim
mately 12 kiilometres fro
om the Sydnney CBD, two
o kilometress from Eppinng and 20 kilometres
from Syd
dney Airportt.
The corridor is situ
uated on the
e Chatswoodd‐Epping raiil route which connectss Macquarie
e Park to
Epping in the northw
west, Olympic Park and Rhodes in th
he southwest, Sydney CBBD and North
h Sydney
in the so
outheast and
d Sydney Airrport in the south. The corridor
c
is bo
ounded by ttwo major ro
oads, the
M2 Mottorway to the north, and
d the Eppingg Road to the
e south and east. It is biisected by La
ane Cove
Road fro
om north to south. Altho
ough these m
major roads are
a designed to increase accessibilityy into the
corridorr, they actually isolate th
he corridor aand limit its integration within
w
the n eighbourhoo
od urban
fabric. TThe Lane Co
ove Nationa
al Park bordders the corridor in the north andd east, but the M2
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way limits direct
d
accesss to the paark. A highw
way and arte
erial street – dominate
ed urban
expressw
structure results in a car‐depend
dent commu nity.
ant regional role. The NSSW Governm
ment’s 2005 SSydney Metrropolitan
Macquarie Park playys a significa
M
Park
P
as a Sp ecialised Centre, occupyying a primee location within
w
the
Strategyy identified Macquarie
“Global Economic Corridor”
C
(Figure 5). Thhe key strattegic goals were to strrengthen the Global
Economic Corridor from Macquarie Park tto Sydney Airport
A
and to promotee Macquarie Park as
‘Australiia’s leading Technology Park”. The NSW Govern
nment’s Metropolitan PPlan for Sydn
ney 2036
restated
d the importtance to pla
an for grow
wing the Spe
ecialised Cen
ntres and too extend The Global
Economic Corridor from Macquarie Park to Parramatta as a key strategy sstimulating Sydney’s
economy.

Figure 5 – Th
he Global Economic Corrridor
The origginal starting point of the
e site is the 11964 government decisio
on to establissh a public university
u
surrounded by residential and
d industrial development. Since th
hen, internaational and national
oved into the area; Johnnson & Johnson, Canon, Fujitsu, Hyuundai and Optus
O
are
companies have mo
only a feew exampless.
Macquarie Park has all the chara
acteristics off a typical “ed
dge city” deffined in 19911 by the fath
her of the
concept, Joel Garreaau (Table 1).
This majjor employm
ment centre, combining ccommercial, business, research and eeducational activities
had onee of the high
hest growth rates in thee Sydney Reggion betwee
en 2001 andd 2006 (City of Ryde,
2009). In
n 2006, the total employyment of Maacquarie Parrk Centre wa
as approximaately 32,000
0 and the
2005 Metropolitan Strategy forecasted an eemploymentt level of 55,300 jobs byy 2031 as a constant
share o
of jobs in the Inner‐No
orth Region . The Ryde Council (2009) forecaasts an even higher
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employment level of 78,000 jobs by 2031, based on projected build‐out of available floor space, an
increase in the residential population of 5098 and an additional 28,000 university enrolments by
2031.
Tab. 1 – ‘Edge city’ characteristics of Macquarie Park

Garreau’s five functions of edge cities

Macquarie Park

More than 5 million square feet (465.000
square meters) of office space

800,000 square meters
commercial/office space

More than 600,000 square feet (56.000 square
meters) of retail space

73,000 square meters (Macquarie
Shopping Centre only)

Y

More jobs than bedroom

32,000 jobs + 30,000 students
(2006)
5599 residents (2006)
Has changed rapidly over the last
30 years from a bushland, market
gardens and paddocks area to a
major centre housing a well‐known
university, multinational
corporations, and a continuously
growing research and innovative
hi‐technology sector
Macquarie University
Macquarie Shopping Centre
The Riverside Corporate Park
Macquarie Business Park

Y

Has grown and changed completely in the past
thirty years

Is a regional end destination being perceived as
an “has it all” place

Checklist
Y/N
Y

Y

Y

As every ‘edge city’, the place is characterised by an ineffective local public transport service, large
building footprints, and lack of pedestrian and cycleway access.
Historically, Macquarie Park Centre has attracted businesses by offering larger sites at lower prices
compared to other regional centres, and very high levels of parking. A 2008 parking study identified
over 31,500 off‐street parking spaces available in commercial zones (City of Ryde, 2008). This
generous car parking provision rate is strongly related to the high level of car usage – 87% journey to
work mode share as vehicle driver and car passenger in 2006 (Transport Data Centre, 2009). If the
existing travel patterns do not change, twice as many car parking spaces will need to be provided by
2031 for the predicted 78,000 employees.

Land use and transport scenarios
One scenario, increasing Local Access by Personal Rapid Transport (LAPRT) was developed, with a
focus on increasing the accessibility of the existing public transport transit nodes by introducing a
PRT network as a feeder for the three rail stations and a few peripheral bus stations. This scenario
has been compared to a projection of the current transport trends by 2031 (business‐as‐usual BAU
scenario) and a traffic study based on planned targets for accommodating the projected growth of
the Macquarie Park Corridor over the next 20 years (“Planned” scenario).
The mode share assumptions for the business‐as‐usual scenario were based on the Strategic Travel
Model (STM) data for year 2011 applied to the future demand.
However, the STM underestimates rail patronage, therefore patronage trends and barrier count
data provided by the Department of Transport upon request (NSW Department of Transport 2011,
request 20111808) were used to adjust the overall rail mode shares. For the “Planned” scenario, the
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local government targets for journey‐to‐work mode share were used; for the other trips mode share
assumptions were based on the STM’s outputs for 2031.
For the LAPRT scenario, the mode share assumptions were based on the existing transport targets,
reflected in the “Planned” scenario, and reasonable assumptions were made for trips on a local
access system designed to increase the accessibility of the main transit nodes.
As the PRT system is proposed as a feeder for the rail and bus stations, the access and egress trips
which are usually walking trips included in the public transport mode share (known also as “walked
linked trips”), have been split for this project in walk and PRT linked trips. These trips were linked to
the main public transport mode. Similar to the “park and ride” model, ‘Car+PRT’ or “Park and Ride a
Pod” could attract workers and students from the surrounding neighbourhoods who might decide to
drive and park the car in the public car parks at the outskirts of the corridor instead of facing peak
hours congestion and ride a pod (approximately 27% of the workforce travel from the surrounding
local governments).
The mode shares proposed for PRT are very cautious, between 2% and 5% for different trip
purposes, with a maximum of 8% assumed for students trips based on the performance of the
system already demonstrated at two campuses, West Virginia University and Masdar Institute for
Science and Technology. However, increased accessibility, safety and minimum waiting time are key
motivators for choosing public transport, hence the PRT could be very attractive for local residents
or for commuters who may decide not to drive and catch public transport instead if the PRT system
can prove its reliability and performance.
Tab. 2 – Total home-based trips to/from and within Macquarie Park, by mode of transport

Transport Mode
Car Only (Driver)
Car Only (Pass)
Walk Only
Cycle Only
Train + Walk
Bus + Walk
Train + Local Access (PRT)
Bus + Local Access (PRT)
Car + Local Access (PRT)
Walk + PRT
TOTAL
Total car trips
Total car mode share (%)
Total PRT trips
Total PRT mode share
Total walking and cycling
Active travel mode share (%)

BAU

PLANNED

LAPRT

183,906
39,056
15,408
3,764
14,890
20,976
0
0
0
0
278,000
222,962
80%
‐
‐
19,172
7%

145,122
38,136
15,772
5,474
41,724
31,772
0
0
0
0
278,000
183,258
66%
‐
‐
21,246
8%

120,150
32,576
18,098
7,528
37,046
30,404
11,698
9,380
4,932
6,188
278,000
157,658
57%
32,198
12%
31,814
11%

The comparison between scenarios shows that:
1. A continuation of the existing travel patterns over the next 20 years will generate such a high
traffic demand that the road network capacity is insufficient to accommodate the expected 223,000
car trips per day.
2. The “Planned” targets scenario, although very ambitious in establishing 40% for journey‐to‐work
mode share, is expected to generate more than 183,000 car trips per day, with 20% more than today
and hence the improved road network will face even more congestion. Moreover, the additional bus
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services required to accommodate the estimated 32,000 passenger trips per day will put more
pressure on traffic, worsening existing congestion and peak hour bus delays.
3. The LAPRT scenario is expected to generate 158,000 daily trips by car, based on the assumption
that by increasing local access to the existing rail stations and bus nodes, the public transport system
will become more attractive. This scenario draws on assumptions that the full development
(2,000,000 square metres of future floor space and 78,000 future jobs) proposed by local planning
policies will occur.

The Environmental and Urban Impacts
Impacts are estimated by calculating the vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) for the car trips
generated under each scenario (Table 3), based on trip demand outlined in Table 2. The average
distance travelled is based on the 2009/2010 Household Travel Survey (BTS, 2011) for the
conventional transport modes.
Tab. 3 – Distance travelled by mode, average weekday

Mode

BAU

Planned

LAPRT

1,783,888

1,407,683

1,190,115

Car Only (Pass)

292,920

286,020

244,320

Walk

12,326

12,618

19,429

Cycle

18,820

27,370

37,640

Train

262,064

734,342

857,894

Bus

136,344

206,518

258,596

0

0

57,956

Total km

2,506,363

2,674,551

2,665,951

Total Car VKT

1,783,888

1,407,683

1,190,115

398,408

940,860

1,116,490

Car Only (Driver)

Local Access (PRT) only

Total PT(buses, trains) passenger km
Total PRT passenger km

59,244

We estimated the demand for the PRT system by developing origin‐destination matrices for
morning, afternoon and inter peak daytime travel. For each time period, a one hour simulation was
run using the ACT City Mobil software. In order to estimate the fleet required to service the
predicted demand of 32,198 passenger trips, a ten‐hour simulation was run with the origin‐
destination matrix for one hour morning peak as the input (Table 4).
Tab. 4 – Simulation results for peak and off-peak hours

Indicator

AM peak

Inter peak

PM peak

10‐hour SIM

Mean waiting time(seconds)
Maximum waiting time(sec)
Waiting time less than 60 sec (%)
Passenger groups per hour
Average distance travelled (km)
Average trip time (sec)
Maximum trip time (sec)
Fleet required
Average occupancy rate

16 s
75 s
90%
1635
1.94 km
194 s
937 s
204
2.34

16 s
62 sec
91%
903
1.81 km
181 s
937 sec
110
1.45

72 s
187 s
50%
1524
1.84 km
184 s
937 s
197
2.40

20 s
79 s
88%
16,707
1.84 km
183 s
937 s
219
2.34
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The LAPRT scenario is expected to generate 32,198 trips in a local access system over 24 hours
(Table 2). The PRT system performance and its environmental and urban impact have been assessed
under the LAPRT scenario assuming the same trips which are made by pods (PRT vehicles) will be
made by car.
Based on the simulation results for trips during morning, afternoon and non‐peak hours, the average
distance travelled using the PRT system is 1.84 km. (Table 5). For the comparison purpose, the same
average distance (1.84 km) and same occupancy rate (1.45) have been considered for both local
access options – PRT and cars. Assuming the same trips will be made by car, the total vehicle
kilometre travelled (VKT) in an average weekday is 40,858, considering local trips only. In reality, the
distance travelled might be different because a car does not have the choice of selecting the
shortest route that a computer controlled PRT vehicle does. However, for this study the same
average distance has been considered for both local access options – PRT and cars.
Tab. 5 - Distance travelled by local access system, average weekday

Local access system trips

CAR

PRT

32,198

32,198

Vehicle trips2

22,206

22,206

3

Vehicle fleet

11,103

390

Passenger km

59,244

59,244

Local VKT/PodKT

40,858

40,858

Trips1

Notes: 1. Trips are unlinked trips and they are converted from home based tours. In fact, a lot more local trips will occur
during the day, especially from workers and students during lunch time. These trips are not considered in this analysis.
2. Vehicle trips by car are calculated considering 1.45 average occupancy rate (BTS 2011); same occupancy rate was used
for pods too
3. The simulation results showed that 219 pods were required to carry 39,094 passengers, at an average occupancy rate of
2.34; considering 1.45 occupancy rate, a fleet of 353 pods is required to service more than 39,000 passengers within 10
hours. We assumed that the same number of pods will be required to a provide a lower demand of 32,198 within 24 hours;
additional 10% vehicles were allowed for maintenance
3. PodKT = vehicles kilometres travelled by pods; the average distance travelled is 1.84 km as per simulation results

Increasing pod fleet to reduce occupancy is conservative as ride‐sharing takes place naturally.
Assuming the same fleet for smaller demand is also conservative. The ratio of 1 pod replacing 28
cars resulting from this calculation is lower than the range of 1:30 to 1:40 reported by developers of
PRT systems (ULTRA 2011), showing that the PRT fleet has been overestimated. However, all the
assumptions are rather cautious from the PRT perspective in this project. Nevertheless, the results
presented in Table 5 show that a fleet of 390 pods will offer the same level of service as 11,100 cars
and the same quality of service as offered by car: on‐call service, convenience, reliability, and
comfort.

Energy use and CO2 emissions
The literature review revealed different estimates of primary energy use for vehicles. The energy
consumption is dependent on vehicle characteristics, for instance size and weight, occupancy rate,
speed, number of starts and stops and propulsion system (Carnegie et al, 2007) and hence, caution
should be used when comparing energy use among different modes of transport. For this study, the
energy use for private automobiles was estimated at 3.8 MJ/VKT (Australian Greenhouse Office,
2007; Kentworthy & Laube, 2001). For the PRT system, the value of 0.47 MJ/PodKT was used based
on the ULTRA system performance and its specific characteristics (ATRA, 2011).
Levels of CO2 emissions ranged from 175 gCO2/km to 237 gCO2/km for the new passenger vehicles
sold in Australia in 2010 with an average value of 205 gCO2/km (Department of Infrastructure and
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Transport, 2011). In order to estimate CO2 emissions for passenger cars in 2031, two assumptions
have been made:
1. the same emission level by 2031 compared to 2010 and the entire vehicle fleet replaced by 2031
2. 25% reduction compared to 2010 in accordance with official targets (City of Ryde, 2007;
Department of Infrastructure and Transport, 2011; Penny Wong, 2010).
For the PRT system, the emission level was estimated at 71 gCO2/km (ATRA, 2011). The emissions
from energy production have not been considered in this study. The targets for 2031 are based on
the current CO2 emission levels, considering no improvements in PRT technology.
Tab. 6– Annual1 Energy use and Carbon Dioxide emissions

BAU

Planned

LAPRT

Local access Local access LAPRT vs
by car
by PRT
BAU

LAPRT vs
Planned

Energy use ( MkWh)
Energy use (MkWh)
Energy use
(10%reduction)2

1

567

448

378

13

2

‐187

‐68

511

403

341

12

2

‐168

‐61

CO2 equivalent emissions 9tonnes)
CO2‐e (2010 level)3
tonnes
CO2‐e (2031 target)4
tonnes

109,709

86,573

73,192

2,513

870

‐35,647

‐12,510

82,951

65,457

55,340

1,900

870

‐26,740

‐9,247

Notes: 1. we considered 300 operating days per year
2. energy used adjusted to kWh/km using the conversion rate 1kWh = 3.6 MJ; 1.06 kWh/km for cars and 0.13kWh/km for
pods
3. considering 10% reduction in energy used by cars based on different technologies and fuel switch by 2031; no reduction
of the energy used by the pods
4. Carbon dioxide equivalent of GHG emissions 2010 level: 205 gCO2/km for cars and 71 gCO2/km for pods
5. target 155 gCO2/km for cars and 71 gCO2/km for pods

Assuming a carbon price of AU$25/tonne (US$27.18/tonne) CO2 equivalent, the potential savings
under the LAPRT scenario are presented in Table 7. The climate change mitigation strategies to
control CO2 emissions could impact on carbon prices raising the offset costs from US$100 by 2012 to
as high as US$500 per tonne CO2 by 2020 in the attempt to reduce global warming in the worst‐case
scenario (Glazebrook & Newman, 2009).
Tab.7 - Savings on CO2 emissions

LAPRT vs. BAU
Energy saved (MkWh)
Savings on CO2 emissions
(tonnes)

LAPRT vs. Planned

168

33%

61

15%

26,740

33%

9,247

15%

Cost saving (USD)
GHG Offset Cost 27US$/t

0.69

0.24

GHG Offset Cost 100$/t
Total environmental costs
($ million)

2.67

0.92

0.69 – 2.67

0.24 – 0.92

Notes: Different values of cost per tonne of CO2 were assumed in various reports: $25 in Trubka et al 2010, between $38 –
US$117 in Glazebrook and Newman 2009, Austroads 2003 based on IEA 2008
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The environmental cost of producing energy has not been included in this study and this is a very
important factor to be investigated. Although the lack of CO2 emissions from PRT vehicles is offset
to some extent by the emissions at the power stations, considerable savings of GHG emissions would
still occur (Bly & Teychenne, 2005; Lowson, 2004; West Virginia University, 2010).

Air pollution
The air pollution impacts of the three scenarios are compared based on the emission factors
estimated by the National Pollutant Inventory (DEWAR, 2008). Of the total registered fleet in 2009,
84% were vehicles with petrol fuel, 12.8% vehicles with diesel fuel and 3.2% with LPG (ABS, 2009).
Assuming a similar proportion within the passenger car fleet by 2031, the annual emissions from
transport by car for each of the three scenarios are presented in Table 8.
Tab. 8 – Annual air pollution (tonnes/year)

Substance
CO
NOx
PM2.5
PM10
SO2

BAU
2,144
414
17
17
6

Planned
1,692
326
13
14
4

LAPRT
1,430
276
11
12
4

Local access Local access
by car
by PRT1
49
0
9
0
0.38
0
0.40
0
0.13
0

LAPRT vs
BAU
‐714
‐138
‐6
‐6
‐2

LAPRT vs
Planned
‐261
‐50
‐2
‐2
‐1

The emissions are proportional to fuel consumption, driving speed and technology efficiency. It is
expected that new vehicles will use more efficient technology and fuels over the next twenty years,
and hence lower levels of air pollutants are expected from the new car fleet. However, the
advantage of the zero emissions of PRT system will remain unchanged unless all private cars will be
electric or hybrid ‐ an unlikely transition by 2031.
The human health effect costs due to air pollution have been estimated by different studies at
between AU$0.7 and AU$2.7 cents per vehicle kilometre travelled with a midpoint around AU$3
cents per VKT (Austroads 2003; Glazebrook, 2009). For this report an average cost of US$0.04 per
VKT in 2011 prices was used (assuming an annual inflation index of 3% for the Australian dollar and
the average exchange rate AUD/USD of 1.033853).
Tab.9 - Air pollution costs (US$ million per year)

Total VKT('000 000)
Air pollution cost
($ million)

BAU
535
21

Planned
422
17

LAPRT
357
14

Local
access by
car
12
0.49

Local
access by
PRT
12

LAPRT
vs BAU
‐178

LAPRT vs
Planned
‐65

0

‐7

‐3

Noise
The World Health Organisation reported one million healthy life years lost (YLL) from transport
related noise in Western Europe (Matan et al 2011) and Infras/IWW assumed a 20% increase in
mortality associated with levels of noise higher than 65 dBA (Austroads 2003). The Australian
threshold level of noise is 50dBA‐55dBA (Austroads 2003). The noise level for PRT is 45dBA
measured at 10m from a vehicle driving at 36 km/h (ULTRA PRT, 2009), which means no risk of
mortality associated with the level of noise from PRT usage.
Based on willingness to pay (WTP) approach, a cost of 0.011 A$/VKT in 2001 dollars has been
reported by Austroads in 2003. Glazebrook (2009) assumed an external cost of 0.02 A$/VKT for noise
and water pollution combined.
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Tab.10 - External costs associated with transport-related noise

BAU

Planned

LAPRT

Local
access by
car

535

422

357

12

0

‐178

‐65

13

10

8.5

0.29

0.00

‐4.27

‐1.56

Total VKT('000 000)
Noise, water pollution,
other cost($ million)1

Local
access by
PRT

LAPRT
vs BAU

LAPRT vs
Planned

Note: 1. Value used for this study is 0.02 A$/VKT (2006 prices); the total costs are estimated using the annual average
inflation rate of 3% by 2011. The 2011 average exchange rate for AUD/USD was 1.033853

Urban Impact
One of the most important benefits of the PRT is the small footprint of the system and consequently,
the value of land released for other uses. A one‐way PRT track requires only two metres width of
space compared to a width of over ten metres for a major road. The urban impacts can be measured
by comparing the physical footprints of the new infrastructure required for each scenario, including
the amount of land needed for car parks.
For this study, the indicator we used to compare impacts is based on the gross floor space (GFS) for
the new structured car parks required for each scenario. The amount of future car parking spaces
based on trip forecast under each scenario is presented in Table 11.
Tab.11 - GFS required for building new parking spaces by 2031

Trips by car only
(driver)

BAU

PLANNED

LAPRT

183,906

145,122

120,150

Local access by Local access
car
by PRT1
22,206

LAPRT vs
BAU

LAPRT vs
Planned

3,402

2030 Parking Demand
Total car parks

91,953

72,561

60,075

11,103

1,701

‐30,177

‐10,785

Existing car parks
Future car parks
required

37,700

37,700

37,700

0

0

0

0

54,253

34,861

22,375

11,103

2,0912

‐29,787

‐10,395

Cost of multistorey/underground car parking (USD)
Floor space required
for new car
1,627,590 1,045,830 671,250
333,083
62,721
parks(sqm)3

‐893,619

‐311,859

‐1,232

‐430

Costs (US$ Million)4

2,244

1,442

925

459

86

Notes: 1. 1701 ‘park and ride a pod’ spaces considered for trips by car + PRT;
2. Space required for PRT depots to store 390 pods was considered similar to the space required for car parking
3. The minimum floor space required for cars, including manoeuvring lanes, blind aisles and columns is 28.67 sqm (Ryde
DCP 2010); for disabled parking spaces a bigger space is required; for this study an average of 30 sqm per parking space
was considered.
Similar space was assumed to store 390 pods
4. Cost for a basement car space ranges between AU$27,000 and AU$40,000 per bay (City of Ryde Parking Study 2009;
Newman and Scheurer 2010); for the 2031 estimates, a minimum cost of AU$40,000 (US$41,354) will be considered; if we
apply the inflation index of 3% per year, the cost per bay would range between AU$48,765 and AU$72,244 by 2031 so the
cost of AU$40,000equivalent to US$41,354 is at the very low end of price range; same cost per berth was considered

Once more, a cautious approach was used from the PRT perspective. The pod is 3700 mm long and
1470 mm wide (ULTRA Global PRT, 2011), smaller than a car; Holden II Cruze, advertised as
Australia’s smallest car” has a length of 4518 mm and a width of 1797 mm (Holden 2011). Although
the space required to store a pod is less than the space required to park a car, we assumed that the
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same amount of land is necessary for both of them. The empty pods are stored either in stations
(the PRT network has 20 stations and 58 berths, so 58 pods could be stored at stations) or in PRT
depots which are simple storage spaces for the remaining 332 pods. However, we assumed that 390
storage spaces will be needed for pods at the same cost as the multistorey car parking construction
of US$41,354 per bay. Hence, the benefit compared to the “Planned” scenario is of US$430 million
savings from building parking spaces only. This benefit does not account for the parking spaces
which should be provided if the estimated 22,206 local trips will be made by car requiring an
additional 270,000 square metres of floor space for parking spaces, which will add an extra US$459
million to the total savings, raising the benefits to US$889 million.
Generally, there might be opposition from residents to elevated guideways which can be
aesthetically intrusive and disturbing, especially around private dwellings. However, Macquarie Park
‐ as any other “edge city” ‐ is characterised by many more commercial buildings than residential
houses and much less activity and travel after working hours and during night time. The network
proposed in this project does not interfere with the residential area too much and it follows two
existing roads on the outskirt of the residential zone. Furthermore, the low noise and no local
emissions features of the system will minimise the upsetting effects on residents.
The specific character of Macquarie Park as the future “Australia’s leading Technology Park” makes it
a suitable candidate for an innovative transport system which can be well integrated into new
developments.

Conclusions
The operational PRT systems recently built ‐ ULTRA Heathrow, London and Masdar, Abu Dhabi, and
Suncheon, South Korea prove that the system can be appropriate and viable in some urban contexts.
The Macquarie Park case study suggests that PRT may have another urban application, as a feeder to
the main transit nodes within an ‘edge city’. The simulation results showed that the overall
performance of the PRT is very effective, even in the busiest hours of the morning and afternoon
peak. In Macquarie Park, a 17.8 kilometre‐long, one‐way single loop network with twenty off‐line
stations and two simple depots can handle as many as 3,800 passengers per hour.
A PRT system implemented in Macquarie Park could reduce the CO2 emissions by more than 35,600
tonnes per year compared to the BAU scenario, representing a 32% decrease from current levels.
Moreover, PRT could contribute to reducing CO2 emissions by 9,200 tonnes per year, representing a
14% decrease in emissions compared to the “Planned” scenario. These assumptions are relatively
conservative from the PRT perspective since they accept the ambitious public transport mode share
target of 40%, and the projected 25% Co2 emissions reduction for cars achieved by 2031, but no
improvements of the current efficiency of the PRT system.
The PRT system could save 49 tonnes of carbon monoxide and 9 tonnes of oxides of nitrogen
annually, from local trips only. Furthermore, by reducing vehicle kilometres travelled compared to a
business as usual scenario, the PRT system could contribute to reducing carbon monoxide emissions
by 714 tonnes, oxides of nitrogen by 138 tonnes, particulate matter by 12 tonnes and sulphur
dioxide by 2 tonnes per year.
By implementing the PRT system within Macquarie Park, the avoided cost due to CO2 emissions, air
pollution and noise totals approximately US$13 million per year compared to a continuation of
present trends. Furthermore, considering the projected targets and transport improvements under
the “Planned” scenario being achieved by 2031, the PRT could still save more US$5 million per year.
The scarcity of land is the main concern of every urban planner and yet, hundreds of hectares of
valuable land are developed as car parks in every city. The urban impact analysis investigated the
effect of the PRT network on the land used for parking spaces as an alternative to the current travel
trends which will generate such a considerable number of car trips that more than 1,600,000 square
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metres will be occupied by new parking spaces. The huge benefit which might not be seemingly
encountered by the policy makers is the amount of land saved: more than 890,000 square metres of
floor space which might produce a better return in a development than car parks.
However, this is a desk exercise, therefore detailed civil engineering calculations and specific site
factors should be further investigated when deciding about the implementation of a PRT system.
Nevertheless, these preliminary findings suggest a more detailed analysis of all the financing costs,
taxation, depreciation, fares elasticity and sensitivity tests for various parameters would be justified,
in order to rigorously assess the feasibility of the PRT system.
Furthermore, the impact of the elevated guideways of traffic signals, street lighting, local vegetation,
urban landscape, and public utilities should be further investigated.
Risk factors still exist, such as financing a new technology, untested performance under complex
urban environments or negative network externalities which will surely postpone the decisions to
adopt a non‐traditional transit system. However, innovative solutions are needed in breaking the
current unsustainable trends.
The major constraints on future growth of the edge cities are physical: size and road infrastructure.
The PRT network may address these constraints and allow for future growth, while providing
alternatives to the construction of new major roads and consequently having a positive impact on a
variety of social goods – health, environmental quality, and urban space.
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